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About the creator of this site

My background is mathematical/musical - I was awarded a scholarship to study mathematics at Clare college, Cambridge, although I thought about pursuing a career as a professional musician. In the end I switched to computer science, which is how I make my living.

Some of my amateur interests over time:

Music: I studied piano to grade VIII, violin to grade VII. I won various music competitions as a child, and performed the 1st movement of Chopin's piano concerto #1 at a school concert. I still play the piano, but only rarely in public.

Bridge : I played a lot of bridge while at school, competing successfully in many adult competitions.

I played Golf almost every day at school ( Stowe school, which has a golf course ), and after school as a member of Frilford Heath golf club, near Abingdon.

Go: I played Go (the Japanese board game) while at Cambridge, guided by Charles Matthews (who was also my tutor, and who stimulated my interest in cosmology and fundamental physics).

I was president of CUGC. I eventually reached a grade of 2 Dan a few years after graduating.

Athletics: I ran a marathon in 3 hours 8 minutes. I ran many marathons from 1990 up to around 2000.

Triathlon : I completed an Ironman triathlon in under 12 hours.

Ultra-running : I ran many "ultra" distance events, such as the Black Mountains Roundabout, the Caerphilly Summits Challenge and the The Wellington Boot.

Chess: I played chess at school, being part of the winning house team on several occasions. Later in life (around 1998-2000) I played for Gloucester City 1st team.

Cycling: In 2011, I completed the annual Gloucester 3 cities race in under 4 hours (average speed just over 20 mph ).

Mountain biking : last winter I started riding at night, even in deep snow, in local woods. It's fun.

I have had an interest in cryptography and the security of the Domain Name System. See my home page.

In September 2014, RFC 7344 was published with my name on it, something I first proposed several years earlier.

My siblings were or are musical, one of my sisters is a professional musician. Another of my sisters is a councillor in the London borough of Hounslow. My father also went to Cambridge and was a medical doctor, as was his brother. Both served in the RAF during WWII, my uncle's obituary is here. I am proud of the achievements of my relations, and aspire to contribute to society in my own way as I approach retirement.

Like many people, I have had my fair share of family tragedy as well. My brother had a brain tumour, causing paranoid schizophrenia, he became very violent. He was in and out of mental institutions for many years and died in a road accident while I was at Cambridge. My other brother died quite young after suffering from a degenerative brain disease. My father died from Alzheimer’s disease. A few years ago, I nearly drowned when I was washed off a rock by a huge wave while on holiday in Majorca.

In 2011, after Amanda Knox and Raffaele Sollecito were released, I became interested in knowing the truth about the case. I'm someone who likes to analyse things in detail. See Amanda Knox and Raffaele Sollecito a wiki I created about that case.

I am not paid in any way for any of the victims of injustice I support. I would never support someone unless convinced of their innocence.

You may find out more at my Facebook account, there are some scanned certificates and school reports here.

Other accounts : Twitter | | Disqus | Ground report | Wordpress | Huffington Post

I started The Wrongly Convicted Group , which exceeded 1,200 members in September 2014.

If he had another motive, I am sure it would never disgrace him. Elizabeth Bennett, Pride and Prejudice.
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Amanda Knox and Raffaele Sollecito

See 

Amanda Knox and Raffaele Sollecito - wikispaces

Amanda Knox and Raffaele Sollecito News - twitter
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Breakdown

Drugs - multiple events

Serial Domestic violence murder, MVC

Intelligent radical

Single event - not "worst of the worst" - financial motive

Serial killer

Doubtful

Innocent

By reason of unusual defense

By reason didn't kill anyone

Summary

See also

Analysis of women executed in the United States since 1976

Breakdown

Drugs - multiple events

Velma Barfield - developed drug addiction via pain-killers, subsequently killed six partners. Apparently

reformed in prison, politics involved in clemency decision.

Wanda Jean Allen - low IQ, hit by truck as child - double murder of female partners - domestic violence,

she being the abusive partner.

Kimberly McCarthy - crack cocaine addict - multiple murders of elderly under care for financial gain (

presumably to buy drugs ).
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Serial Domestic violence murder, MVC

Judy Buenoano - apparently a genuine psychopath - murdered several husbands with arsenic, motive

apparently financial. Maintained her innocence - so could examine evidence in detail.

Betty Lou Beets - long history of domestic violence, attempted murder of previous husbands, killed final

husband.

Intelligent radical

Lynda Lyon Block - intelligent extreme radical - killed a cop - dubious self-defense claim.

Single event - not "worst of the worst" - financial motive

Karla Faye Tucker - joint felony murder under influence of drugs, did not strike initial blows. Model

prisoner, international clemency appeals ignored.

Marilyn Kay Plantz - drug addict, killed husband for money in conspiracy with boyfriend

Teresa Lewis - low IQ - single incident (husband+stepson), alcohol and painkillers, did not carry out murders herself, financial

motive

Suzanne Basso - one of six co-defendants convicted in the August 1998 murder of Louis "Buddy" Musso,

a mentally retarded man, who was tortured and murdered for his life insurance money

Serial killer

Aileen Wuornos - prostitute - multiple killings ( claimed self-defense ). Possibly a case of mental illness,

she apparently hated and was paranoid about men, but also was criminal, and then remorseful ( she fired

her lawyers so execution was not delayed ).

See 

http://www.allthingscrimeblog.com/2014/07/07/aileen-wuornos-americas-first-high-profile-female-serial-

killer-never-had-a-chance-2/

Doubtful

Lois Nadean Smith - single murder of her son’s ex-girlfriend, some doubt as to whether son was the more

guilty party ( c.f. Michelle Byrom )

Innocent

By reason of unusual defense
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Christina Marie Riggs - severe depression - killed own children then survived own suicide attempt -

unjust - mental illness, state-assisted suicide

By reason didn't kill anyone

Frances Newton - allegedly murdered her own family, terrible legal representation, certainly innocent in

my opinion.

Summary

Apparently just one genuine psychopath here - Judy Buenoano.

The others can be attributed to "heat of the moment" / drugs / depression etc.

None of these women would be a significant danger to prison staff.

In none of these cases was the death penalty justified.

See also

Trial by Media ( female )
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Ann Rule

See Diane Downs and Liysa Northon

Also

http://polishingyourprose.wordpress.com/2013/11/16/36-years-ago-today-our-final-good-bye/

and

http://northeastoregonlifestyle.com/home/1884/ann-rule-loses-to-rick-swart/

and

http://www.kirklandreporter.com/news/216834861.html

and

http://www.pamplinmedia.com/go/42-news/213120-70875-court-throws-out-ann-rules-defamation-court-

case
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Arguments against death penalty

1. Power corrupts. No person or government should have the right to kill a person in cold blood1

2. Death penalty jurors are more likely to wrongly convict, leading to high rates of wrongful conviction.

3. Innocent people may plead guilty to serious crimes, to avoid the risk of being wrongly convicted and

executed.

4. Distortions can occur - example Charles Boney would not have been protected by his mother were it

not for death penalty => David Camm would not have spent 13 years in jail.

5. Violence leads to more violence. Prisoners on death row are a danger to others.

6. Extinguishing hope is cruel.

7. Jurors (and others) may be mentally affected by having to make life'/death decisions. Also prosecution

and defense attorneys, judges, executioners. Few people want to do the work.

8. Death penalty prosecutors seem particularly stupid and corrupt ( in Arizona and Texas, the record is

very bad ).

9. There is always the chance of an innocent person being executed, see Frances Newton , George Stinney

 ( youtube reconstruction), Troy Davis, Ruth Ellis. Debra Milke was nearly executed.

10. If the state/government kills in cold blood, that promotes the idea that killing is acceptable in weak

minded people. Again, violence leads to more violence.

11. Killing mentally ill people is wrong. Most people on death row are either mentally ill or were

mentally ill at the time they committed the crime, taking a fairly broad view of mental illness.

12. Trying to kill a really clever psychopath is a doubtful idea, they may cause all sorts of damage when

you attempt it. Better to be kind to them, but keep them safely locked up.

13. The death penalty is harmful to the family of the victim : see The death penalty and victims of crime.

1 Other perhaps than a loving relation in a euthanasia context, with full legal consent - I do not have a

firm view on that, although the dangers are evident.

See also
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Analysis of Women executed in United States since 1976

A Message to My Politically Conservative Readers About The Debra Milke Case "..this is how

Communists, Nazis and Socialists control their citizens. Fear of imprisonment or death drastically

reduces resistance to their political programs and tyranny"

Oregon's death penalty is unjust, this former chief justice says

Why a Fair Death Penalty May Never Be Fair

Modern Day Executioners Despise the Death Penalty
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The perverts, liars, crooks and cheaters all rise to the top in Arizona. See comments at 

http://t.co/VHDyQYengi

— geebee2 (@geebee_22) September 14, 2013
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Ashley Smith

Adopted Canadian girl who ended up dead in prison after throwing crabapples at postman

See http://allthingscrimeblog.com/2013/10/31/how-do-you-like-them-apples/#more-12890
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Bad Lawyering, by Don Rehkopf. Source: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/SayWhatYouLike/permalink/686458711409396/

"The Elephant in the Room" Scenario. Much space has been spent on this thread (and related ones) about

the injustices caused by prosecutorial misconduct - something that I have been fighting for years. But,

there is also, albeit largely unmentioned or discussed, the flip-side of the "prosecutorial misconduct" coin,

i.e., the ineffective assistance of counsel issue. Many (but certainly not a majority) of wrongful

convictions have their origins in - for lack of a better term - bad lawyering.

"Bad lawyering" takes many forms - failing to investigate properly; failing to factually, legally and

scientifically challenge the prosecution's evidence; and what I call "The Elephant in the Room" scenario,

i.e., the simple failure to sit down with the known evidence as well as the LACK of evidence and to just

think about it. Yes, the old "thinking cap" approach or in more modern linguistics, cerebration.

This lack of cerebration may have multiple causes, e.g., lack of time to do so (which may or may not be

attributable to the defense); the failure to realize that intense cerebration is necessary to "think through"

certain issues, especially where there are complex factual scenarios and permutations; or quite frankly,

the lawyer simply is not smart enough to cerebrate properly in a given case.

In all honesty - having observed and studied this issue for 25+ years of my career - much of the blame

falls upon the American Law School model, i.e., use of the "Socratic Method" of

teaching.http://www.socraticmethod.net/ One can debate ad nauseam whether or not in the law school

context that is effective, but assuming for purposes of argument it is, it is missing critical components

necessary for being a TRIAL lawyer. Specifically knowing the differences between deductive and

inductive reasoning and how to use them in cerebrating about a case is not something most lawyers are

ever taught, especially in law school. Those who have been educationally exposed to the "hard sciences"

and the scientific method [http://www.bio.miami.edu/dana/dox/scientific_method.html ] will generally be

far better in their approach to defending someone than those who haven't, simply because a cerebral

approach to problem solving must be a multi-faceted endeavor. This is especially true in defending cases

where forensic science disciplines are at the heart of proving or establishing the evidence.

But, what is also missing from the quiver of many defense lawyers is skill in the art of critical thinking: 

http://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/critical-thinking-where-to-begin/796 And as the stakes go up, i.e.,

the charges become more serious in criminal cases, the need for critical thinking by the defense must

exponentially expand as well.

Why am I writing this little essay you rightfully ask? There are two reasons - one general, one specific. In

general, I'm trying to get people to think about things before they post here and on related threads. To

think about the evidence OR LACK OF SPECIFIC EVIDENCE in a case as opposed to emotions, or

anecdotes, or even worse, media "commentary" -- none of which is particularly helpful in addressing the

topic of wrongful convictions.

The other, more specific reason, is a criticism about my "attack" on the performance of defense counsel in

an on-going case on these threads - an attack that some, if not many feel unjustified. I accept the criticism

as an invitation to review, re-analyze and re-think my position - but for the reasons that I posit below,

retain my original opinion that the defense was weak and by-and-large ineffective because of the
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aforementioned lack of critical cerebration, which in the end, prejudiced the defendant.

September will be the 40th anniversary of my first jury trial as a defense lawyer, so I've been banged

around and about in many courtrooms. I've also done two stints as a prosecutor, so I've been on that side

of the aisle as well. I have a background in physics and to a lesser degree, regular chemistry (as opposed

to organic), and thus familiar with the scientific method.

Before calculators and personal computers, I carried a "slide rule" for those of you old enough to

remember what they are. But, I am not a scientist - I am a criminal defense lawyer who can understand

and use science, especially forensic science to my clients' advantage or to expose "bad" or "junk" science

used by the prosecution.

Now, let me get to my point. There is a recognized approach to defending a case generally known as the

"reasonable doubt" approach. That consists of attempting to discredit the prosecution's case via

cross-examination and tying up the "loose ends" in summation. But, of all possible defenses, most

experienced cerebral-thinking and experienced lawyers and social scientists who study jury dynamics,

will tell you, that, by itself, is a very WEAK defense. Sometimes it's all you've got and thus, necessary.

But, in this day and age of advanced forensic technology, it rarely is - rather, it is the product of sloppy

(or non-existent) thinking.

EXAMPLE: The prosecution calls a scientist who by education, training and experience is a qualified

forensic scientist. But, that does not mean that her testimony is either scientific or valid.

Cross-examination should be the beginning of exposing her "fuzzy" (but pro-prosecution biased)

testimony. But, that needs to be preceded by investigation, research and much cerebration to be effective.

Merely bringing out that she didn't do this, didn't do that, or didn't follow-up on why - as most

experienced practitioners will tell you - does little to the average juror. The reason being is that if that is

the defense's tactic, the defense MUST be prepared to demonstrate that had the prosecution's scientist

done X, done Y, applied the "scientific method" etc., would have (versus MIGHT have) produced a

differing verdict. Jury consultants and psychologists will tell you what experienced defense counsel

already know - raising those issues on cross-examination, i.e., she didn't do this, she didn't do that

approach, almost always backfires because the average juror thinks: "OK dumb-ass, if it was so important

for this case, why didn't you - after finding out about the prosecution's theory - go out and do it for your

client?" By-and-large, jurors ignore the "presumption of innocence."

"Why didn't you, Mr. Defense Counsel, insist that they do this? And if they refused, and if it's so damn

important to your case, why didn't you do it yourself, then we've got something to 'hang our hat' on?"

Rather than that approach accompanied by trashing her during closing arguments, would not a better

approach to "impeaching" her be thus:

Q: Ms. X, you hold yourself out to being a scientist, correct?

A: Yes

Q: As a scientist, you are of course familiar with the 'scientific method' correct?

A: Yes

Q: The 'scientific method' requires you to rule out alternative hypotheses before you reach a conclusion,

does it not?
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A: Yes, it does.

Q: And to "rule out" something, means applying science to it just like you applied it to the samples given

to you by the prosecution, correct?

A; Yes.

Q: But, in this case, you did not rule out soil samples taken from other areas than where the DA wanted,

potentially relevant to your conclusions, did you?

A: No.

Q: And without testing those soil samples from those other areas, you have no way of scientifically

knowing whether or not those untested areas, COULD be relevant to your conclusions here, do you?

A: Not really.

Q: In other words, you did not apply the scientific method in this case, did you?

A: Not exactly.

Q: In other words, your 'scientific conclusions' you gave to the jury a few minutes ago, was based upon

pure speculation that those other areas contained no relevant evidence, correct?

A: If you say so.

Thus, from the field of jury dynamics, the first example [i.e., what was actually done at the trial] was

merely the defense blowing smoke, meaning simply getting the scientific witness to admit not having

done things and then later arguing that such failure created reasonable doubt, almost never works -

something that experienced defense counsel know and appreciate. But, in the hypothetical second

example, you "turn" the witness; you take her scientific credentials and experience to show that she didn't

use "good" or accepted scientific procedure; she did what any shill would do, what the prosecutor asked

her to do; demonstrated beyond all doubt that the proper application of science BEFORE reaching any

conclusions was to rule out alternative hypotheses or theories, and then argue that she has proven herself

both scientifically unreliable by her own admissions and a biased, prosecution "smoke-blower."

Alternatively, this particular witness should never have been allowed to testify as an "expert" witness.

Some 20 years ago, the US Supreme Court decided a case by the name of Daubert.

That case stands for the proposition that trial judges should exclude "junk science" from trials, and goes

on to show that to be admissible, the testimony must be based upon sound scientific principles, been

subject to peer review and done in a manner that others in the field can duplicate. To do this, the defense

must object in advance of the trial, the judge is supposed to hold a Daubert hearing and make a ruling and

if the defense loses, they need to again object to the testimony at trial to ensure that it framed / preserved

for appellate review.

In the case at issue, that did not happen as far as I could ascertain - certainly there was no objections at

trial, and the questioning by the defense was imo, demonstrative that no Daubert analysis / objections had

been made. Why is this important? Because, in the case at issue, the ultimate testimony before the jury

was misleading speculation, speculation that the defendant was "most likely" at the scene of the crime,

when in fact, the evidence did not and could not show that. Furthermore, the so-called "scientific
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analysis" was not subjected to peer-review [i.e., review by other qualified scientists in the relevant field]

until much later and SURPRISE, resulted in a significant change in the ultimate conclusion - one quite

different than the impression given to the jury. But, there was no objection . . . .

WHY am I arguing about this? Social Science research has validated what good defense lawyers have

long-known: "Providing a (single) very weak defense can raise confidence in the prosecution’s case

because jurors might think, ‘‘if this is the best the defense can do, he must be guilty’’ But, add to this a

SODDI [or TODDI] defense, i.e., "Some [This] Other Dude Did It" and point to the suspect, and the odds

of a "not guilty" verdict increase dramatically. The BEST example of all of this in many, many years was

Rick Kammen and Stacy Uliana's brilliant defense of David Camm, e.g., exposing the charlatan

prosecution "experts," and establishing the SODDI defense that Bonehead was the perpetrator. Or, "the

Plan B defense tactic of introducing an alternative suspect, even without changing evidence against the

defendant, can make convictions held ‘‘to a moral certitude’’ crumble."

See: http://faculty.haas.berkeley.edu/tenney/Tenney09BASP.pdf

and

http://faculty.haas.berkeley.edu/tenney/Tenney09ThisOtherDude.pdf

See also: Don's Tales
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Baddies

Ex-cops

Prosecutors ( past and present )

Psychopaths

Baddies

Of course, these are not all necessarily bad people, but they may have done some bad things, be

dangerous / incompetent in my opinion.

Ex-cops

Ann Rule, worked with Ted Bundy (serial killer) in women's shelter.

Rod Englert

Tom Bevel

Prosecutors ( past and present )

Nancy Grace ex-prosecutor, helped staff a hotline at an Atlanta battered women’s center for 10 years

Stan Faith ex-prosecutor

Keith Henderson prosecutor who wanted to write a book about someone he wrongly convicted.

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Camm#Special_prosecutor_-_2011

Lots of people in Jodi Arias /.Debra Milke cases. e.g. Bill Montgomery, Tom Horne, Armando

Saldate etc.

Psychopaths

Rudy Guede

Charles Boney

Ted Bundy

James Haynes
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See also My thesis
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http://www.injusticeanywhereforum.com/viewtopic.php?f=123&t=2806

Case outline: http://edmonton.ctvnews.ca/bradley-coop ... -1.1438357

Gallery: http://www.wral.com/news/local/asset_gallery/9242559/

Support site: http://www.justiceforbrad.com/

Appeal hearing: http://www.wral.com/specialreports/nancycooper/video/12318661/#/vid12318661

Response to state's appeal: http://www.ncappellatecourts.org/show-file.php?document_id=145763

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/465760283449135/662878930403935/

Summary:

Nancy, 34, disappeared on July 12, 2008. Her husband said she went out for a jog and never returned. Her

body was found two days later partially clothed in a subdivision in Cary, North Carolina, less than three

miles from the couple’s home. An autopsy showed she had been strangled to death.

Rush to judgement, Google Map search planted on computer, shoddy investigation.

Appeal to "national security" is pathetic and highly suggestive.

Reversed September 2013, retrial date not yet known.
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This is a new scheme in the UK, opened August 2013, see http://www.breakthechain.co.uk/

A picture I bought:

@_BreaktheChain_ @haselour @StaffsPCC @VictimSupport Now hanging on my wall thanks! 

pic.twitter.com/SOo34pqNbc

— geebee2 (@geebee_22) August 24, 2013
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http://www.allthingscrimeblog.com/2014/05/15/the-wrong-carlos-non-violent-manchild-executed-for-mu

rder-he-did-not-commit/

http://www.thewrongcarlos.net/
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Case rating

Rating on some of the supported cases, how "hard" the case is to understand as of today (obviously very

subjective ).

For clarity, all these people are innocent!

Kirstin Blaise Lobato - 1 : Very easy to understand! GWG

David Camm - 2 : A simple case. GWG

Hannah Overton - 2 : A simple case. Medical, NC

Darlie Routier - 2 Stupid motive, Tom Bevel. Injustice probable. Attacker(s) unknown. GWG

Ryan Ferguson - 3 Fairly straightforward false confession / implication. GWG

John Ramos - 3 : Fairly simple, documentation still a bit weak ( Sentencing is December 2, 2013, IIRC).

SD.

Oscar Pistorius - 3 No major corruption, pretty clear self-defense case. Trial not started. SD.

Debra Milke - 4 : Not much to understand, apart from unusual motive and spotting the liar. GWG

Amanda Knox - 5 : Tricky DNA evidence. Very well documented. GWG

Diane Downs - 6 : Child confession, cartridge casing evidence. But fairly easy in hindsight since

confession of real killer emerged. GWG

Ryan Widmer - 6 : I cannot remember too much about this case, but I think it's fairly easy. Ryan alleged

to have murdered wife in bath, accident. No easy proof of innocence though. NC

Bradley Cooper - 7 : Cookie plant, actual killer not known. GWG

Shrien Dewani - 7 : Motive wrong. Trial not started. GWG

James Stone - 8 : Tricky false accusation, perjury. Attacker(s) unknown. GWG

Nyki Kish - 8 : Difficult and conflicting eye-witness testimony. GWG

Jodi Arias - 9.5 : Jodi lied a lot, difficult crime scene, acute stress amnesia, generally a very big case, a lot

to understand. Early days (trial incomplete). SD/DV.

Scott Peterson - 10 : No obvious proof of innocence. Some circumstantial evidence. Motive not credible.

Actual killer(s) unknown for sure. GWG

See Home for complete list of cases.

Key:

GWG : Got wrong guy/gal

SD: Self-defense

NC: No crime

DV: Domestic violence
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Australia

Canada

Italy

South-Africa

United-Kingdom

Arizona

California

Colorado

Florida

Indiana

Missouri

North Carolina

Ohio

Oregon

Texas

Cases by Country or State

Australia

Lindy Chamberlain ( Historic )

Canada

Ashley Smith ( Historic, Prison death )
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Nyki Kish ( Toronto )

Italy

Amanda Knox ( Perugia )

South-Africa

Oscar Pistorius

Shrien Dewani

United-Kingdom

Ruth Ellis ( London, Historic, Innocent woman executed )

Craigavon Two ( Northern Ireland )

United States

Arizona

Debra Milke ( Maricopa )

Jodi Arias ( Maricopa )

California

Scott Peterson

Colorado

Tim Masters ( Fort Collins, Historic )

Florida

John Ramos ( Jacksonville )

Indiana

David Camm ( New Albany, Historic )

Hubert Mayhugh ( Evansville )

James Stone ( New Albany )
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Missouri

Ryan Ferguson ( Jefferson City, Historic )

North Carolina

Bradley Cooper

Ohio

Ryan Widmer ( Cincinatti, Lebanon )

Oregon

Diane Downs

Liysa Northon

See also Amanda Knox and Ann Rule

Texas

Cold Case

Darlie Routier

Frances Newton ( Historic, Innocent woman executed )

Hannah Overton

Kirstin Blaise Lobato
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Claudine Longet

Claudine Longet is a French woman arrested and charged with fatally shooting her boyfriend, Olympic

skier Vladimir "Spider" Sabich at his Aspen, Colorado, home on 21 March 1976.

At her trial Longet said the gun discharged accidentally. She was convicted of a lesser charge —

misdemeanor criminal negligence — and sentenced to pay a small fine and spend 30 days in jail.

Post verdict reporting:

Daily Mirror: "Aspen is the modern Sodom and Gomorrah."

News Of The World: "Longet put Aspen on the world map as a town where anything could happen.

People said [slanderously, as the verdict would indicate] that you could even get away with murder

there."

See:

Wikipedia
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See

http://cc-bke.wikispaces.com/
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A project to co-ordinate a request that thousands of wrongfully

convicted people be released by act of congress

or presidential decree.

Prison lobby may oppose

Lawyers may oppose

Ask Facebook to devise "credibility" rating - that is affirmation that a person is honest/real and

country/state they live in is likely correct.

People may take a psych test.

Means of assessing people's intuitive think skills - tests on new cases

How many people do you support?

Have you discovered a case by youself?

Helpline : if you have no support - obtain a lead supporter.

Have a system where any convicted person may be registered, together with a page that documents their

support with credible people.

Registering support will be something like

(1) Noting your level of support - I have personally checked ALL evidence | There are many signs of

wrongful conviction | ....

(2) Noting the source(s) you used to arrive at that conclusion

(3) Giving a summary of evidence points

(4) Noting the official Facebook "Like" page

(5) Noting a page asking for dissenting views.

A Dissenting view must also be backed by evidence points.

Is the prisoner a threat, prison record.

Psychopathy assessment.

Psychopaths must be cared for humanely - NOT executed

A Popular People's Court ( think about better name )
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Craigavon Two

See https://www.facebook.com/groups/CraigavonTwo/
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Darlie Routier

See http://darlie-routier.wikispaces.com/
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David Camm

See

Wikipedia

Ground report

David Camm - wikispaces

David Camm News  - twitter
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Debra Milke

Please see:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debra_Milke

Debra Milke - wikispaces

Debra Milke News - twitter
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See

http://diane-downs.wikispaces.com
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See also

Don's Tales

Contempt

One of the (many) times that I've been threatened with Contempt of Court - and I'm generally

contemptuous of elected judges who still think that they're prosecutors - the prosecution had botched a

case terribly and had forgotten to move for the introduction of the key bit of evidence in a fraud case. The

prosecution "rested" and I immediately rested, without calling any of our 9 witnesses.

The judge paused, and said, "I'm granting the Government's application to re-open its case."

Dumbfounded, I stood up and said, "They never made such an application!" Immediately the jurors

chimed in as the prosecution's table was right next to the jury box, saying "he didn't say anything." I

asked for a hearing outside of the jury - a common practice as everyone knows, and the now pissed off

judge said, "Be a man and say what you have to say!"

Without batting an eye, I said, "Sure Judge, why don't you just take off your Black Robe and go sit next

to the prosecutor to help him?"
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As the jurors are laughing their respective butts off, he screams, "You've got 5 minutes to respond as to

why I shouldn't hold you in contempt."

Things were going good for my client, so I said,

"I don't need 5 minutes, 'be a man' and hold me in contempt!"

One juror was crying he was laughing so hard, but my rationale was, I didn't have any co-counsel, if he

held me in contempt, the law required a mistrial, and they'd never be able to re-prosecute my client. After

an hour's recess, the Judge "admonished me" for my "disrespectful attitude" and instructed the jury.

One minute and 45 seconds later, they returned with justice - not guilty. Sorry about the "war story," but

it seemed apropos . . . .

PIO

PIO or PAO [Public Affairs Officers] are generally the modern day Goebbels of the media. If their lips

are moving, most likely every other word is a lie or significant distortion, spun to the tune of whatever the

police/prosecution theory (of the day) is.

CLARIFICATION: A well known and widely respected journalist for a national media corporation,

correctly pointed out to me that not all PIO's or PAO's are shills, which of course is true and my

insinuation to the contrary was based upon my annoyance that incompetence has permeated this case

[David Camm] from the beginning in virtually every aspect imaginable. My intent however remains the

same - if a PIO/PAO can't tell the truth, then say "no comment" and leave it alone rather than mislead

people.

Richard Kammen and Al-Nashiri

https://www.facebook.com/groups/48637087134/permalink/10151663426787135/

And in the surreal "Theater of the Absurd," just to let you know what else Richard Kammen has on his

shoulders, is a GTMO death penalty case where ironically, one of the government prosecutors is named

"Lockhart," who doesn't care about the Camm trial!

_

"Next up is AE153. That’s the defense’s motion to postpone the August, September, and October

hearings, in light of conflicts. The matter was first raised in an 802 conference last October, Kammen

notes—no argument about late timing here. The conflict is a homicide trial beginning on August 5, in

Indiana; that case’s third. The past two trials have occupied roughly ninety days. Thus Kammen’s request

for a three-month delay in the schedule.

Prosecutors don’t want to go along with Kammen’s request; so says Andrea Lockhart. Kammen took on

his representation in the Indiana matter only after agreeing to represent Al-Nashiri. This is a death case, as

the defense so often emphasizes. But, Lockhart says, the other matter is not, and Kammen hasn’t sought a
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continuance there. The court is visibly skeptical, given the evident alternative: Kammen obviously will

have to seek a continuance in the Indiana case at some stage.

Kammen rises and is offended: when he undertook to defend Al-Nashiri, in 2008, the matter was

suspended by the Obama administration. So no delay can be attributed to him, much less to any

scheduling mishaps. In any event, the lawyer says his Indiana matter is the only one likely to pose a

scheduling conflict such as this, and adds that the August 5 trial is firmly set by the judge."

**June 13 Session #5: Final Words on Spiral Notebooks, and A Postponement**www.lawfareblog.com

Recess is done. Does Richard Kammen want to be heard further on monitoring? You bet he does. What

we’ve seen here is “plausible deniability,” Kammen says. Nobody ever tells anybody what’s going on:

everyone forgets to, Welsh, Bogdan’s subordinates, and

___

Excluded evidence

A link: The right to present a defense Mark J. Mahoney

Cameras

In the "put up or shut up" mode, I made a comment or two on my opposition to live television covering

criminal trials. I adamantly oppose it, period. I have tried cases with live TV coverage and without. I've

had a client appear with a bag over his head with eyes, ears and nose cut out (with the Judge's permission)

because he was facing a potential death penalty in Florida. I've taken pliers to court to cut the microphone

that the TV kept putting on the defense table because they kept trying to record what my client and I were

talking about, which about caused a riot. I've had TV cameramen "interrupt" the proceedings to ask the

Judge for a recess to change batteries in their cameras, or to get a disk back to the station, you name it. If

for one minute, my colleagues and I in the Defense Bar thought it would ever help our clients, we'd go for

it. Studies have shown however, that the "hot dog" attorneys play to the camera and often lose sight of

their clients and their causes. I could go on an on, but as I told James Jack, I would have no problem

recording it for playback AFTER the verdict is announced. For those of you interested in the technical

details, I've attached a monogram I did some years ago for a seminar in Mississippi.

Link : Cameras in court or CamerasInCourtroom.pdf

TouchDNA

http://www.hartnell.cc.ca.us/faculty/jhughey/Files/valueofDNA.pdf

Uneducated-prosecutors
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/48637087134/permalink/10151681577757135/#

Some observations and reflections. Some have commented here on the apparent obsession that the

Special Prosecutor has with how much the defense experts have been charging -- never mind that he

could look at his own list of testifiers who have charged outrageous fees, while committing perjury, or

simply having no scientific background. But, of course that is irrelevant because the state will pay

whatever it costs to avoid the embarrassment of losing. Furthermore, it is a fallacy of Prosecution 101,

that they (delusionally) believe that by their incessant and arrogant questioning of the defense experts,

that rational, reasonably educated jurors will actually think that it is only the defense who is "buying"

testimony. Hogwash!

Now, Sigmund Freud's theory of "penis envy" probably has little validity in the context of gender

relations, but in reflecting on 38 years of defending those that prosecutors (rightly or wrongfully) set their

sights upon, it can and does apply to professional prosecutors. Why? Because they are jealous or

"envious" of the amount of money even charlatans make compared to them. They erroneously think that

premiere defense attorneys, such as Richard Kammen shouldn't be billing $200K+ for this case. The error

of their thinking - at least with respect to defense counsel - is that they don't know what it costs to run an

office, pay staff, rent, utilities, computer networks, etc., etc., because for the prosecution, the taxpayer

pays for all of that.

But, what about the bogus experts charging $400+ / hour to give the prosecution what it wants to hear?

Well, that's different, they say, "we're seeking justice!" But, if "justice" doesn't come with a price tag for

the prosecution, then why is there one for the defense? Good question and they can never answer it.

But, back to Freud. Prosecutors see ALL of this money being spent on everyone and everything, except

themselves - poor babies. Elected prosecutors, depending on where you live, make between $90,000 and

$150,000 per year, give or take a few nickels. Here we have experts who legitimately (and some

illegitimately) charge double or even triple that for work on just one case! Dollar envy, which Freud

would love to psycho-analyze, Bonehead aside.

Well, lets begin with facts - competent forensic scientists have studied (and learned) a lot of complex

scientific principles and have learned the scientific method and how to apply all of that to a crime /

criminal. How many prosecutors took (and passed) High School Biology, Chemistry, Physics AND

advanced mathematics? From my personal experiences and informal questioning, I'll say 75% and that's

probably very charitable. Now, go to college, how many of those same prosecutors took college level

Chemistry, Physics, Molecular Biology OR advanced mathematics and passed? Maybe 10%. Now, how

many of those same prosecutors have even a Masters degree in a "hard science," forensic science or

mathematics? Now, I know some people who after getting their MD degree, went back and went to law

school, but those are generally forensic pathologists, medical malpractice experts etc. In 38 years, I've

never seen an MD/JD prosecutor. I've encountered exactly 1 with a Masters in Forensic Science and he

quit the DA's office because "no one gave a damn about science!" Mainly because they don't know or

understand it. One military prosecutor had her Masters in Applied Mathematics because before she went

to law school, she taught HS Math. So, in 38 years, my total over thousands of prosecutors I've

encountered is just 2.

So, back to our friend Freud, vis-à-vis prosecutors, they ask stupid questions like, "How much have you

billed for this case total?" Why? Because they lack the knowledge and experience to ask detailed and
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relevant questions. Knowing that he'd never taken Trigonometry, I once asked RE who was babbling

about the "angle" of some blood-spatter on a ceiling which he estimated was 30 degrees. When I asked

him how he computed the SINE angle without having done any measurements, his response was "40

years of experience." Now there were 3 engineers on my jury [military case] and they all burst out

laughing. The erstwhile, but honest prosecutor tried to salvage this by asking, "Did you use your pocket

calculator to make that computation?" A: "Why, yes I did." More laughter ensued to a clearly perplexed

prosecutor, who wisely sat down.

For those of you a little rusty in your trig functions, you cannot compute the SINE angle (here the impact

angle of the blood), without knowing 2 measurements, the length of the hypotenuse leg and the length of

the adjacent leg and for a 30 degree angle, the hypotenuse is exactly twice the length of the adjacent leg.

That's a very simplified example because other factors, such as gravity also come into play, such as the

blood spatter on the roll-bar of the Bronco.

So, the REAL experts, the guys and gals doing the measuring, the computations, the DNA extractions and

amplifications, they EARNED the right to charge what they charge.

When you can't concentrate your case on the evidence, you ask stupid questions about something else.

Misconduct

https://www.facebook.com/groups/48637087134/permalink/10151683099737135/#

It is no secret that my cynical mind has a hard time locating even with a magnifying glass any "justice" in

the State "criminal justice" system. The prosecution of David Camm is a prime example. I deal with a lot

- far too many really - of "wrongful convictions" and one common denominator is prosecutorial

misconduct. By that I am referring to intentional or deliberate actions designed to hide evidence or evade

the truth, the "conviction at any cost" concept. There is also prosecutorial negligence, which is just sloppy

preparation and failing to take the oath of a prosecutor serious - which can have equally as devastating

results to a wrongfully accused defendant.

Some serious academic scholarship has been done on this problem, some of which I want to share with

the group, so people have an understanding of how and why this occurs and what needs to be done by

State Legislatures to fix the problem.

"Prosecutorial misconduct is largely the result of three institutional conditions: vague ethics rules that

provide ambiguous guidance to prosecutors; vast discretionary authority with little or no transparency;

and inadequate remedies for prosecutorial misconduct, which create perverse incentives for prosecutors to

engage in, rather than refrain from, prosecutorial misconduct."

"Studies of DNA exonerations have identified wrongful convictions based on prosecutorial misconduct

that included: suppressing exculpatory evidence, knowingly using false testimony, fabricating evidence,

coercing witnesses, making false statements to the jury, and engaging in improper closing arguments."
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"The prosecutor has a duty to ensure that police investigators and government witnesses act properly and

testify truthfully. Thus, the prosecutor bears oversight responsibility for procedures for searches,

obtaining confessions, the making of eyewitness identifications, introducing lab reports, and using

jailhouse informants and other cooperating witnesses."

"When prosecutors do not critically examine the evidence against the accused to ensure its

trustworthiness, or fail to comply with discovery and other obligations to the accused, rather than act as

ministers of justice, they administer injustice."

"As studies of those exonerated by DNA evidence demonstrate, prosecutorial misconduct is a significant

cause or contributing factor in wrongful convictions. Yet, there has not been a movement toward

improving the ethics rules for prosecutors with the aim of explaining their ethical obligations more

clearly."

FROM: Peter Joy, "THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT AND

WRONGFUL CONVICTIONS: SHAPING REMEDIES FOR A BROKEN SYSTEM," 2006 Wisconsin

Law Review 399, available at:http://hosted.law.wisc.edu/lawreview/issues/2006-2/joy.pdf

I point this out because I've given a lot of serious thoughts to the issue in this case, and taken many of the

comments on this thread into consideration. Regardless of anyone's personal feelings about any of the

many prosecutors in David's case, the fact remains that no court has ever found any indicia of

"prosecutorial misconduct." That is not a conclusion that none existed -- only the identification of yet

another problem in most States criminal justice systems, viz., elected judges who turn a blind eye to

prosecutorial misconduct and negligence.

Courts "bury" this issue with a quaint little phrase that drives sincere and dedicated defense attorneys

crazy: "Error, if any, was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt." Now trials are composed of imperfect

human beings and the law does not mandate "perfect" trials. But since the time of the Magna Carta, the

law has imposed the requirement that Due Process means a trial that's fundamentally fair. Here, David's

first two trials were not fundamentally fair - so much so that the appellate courts couldn't ignore it.

Because, as noted above, the "rules" favor the prosecutors and the Courts have held that they are virtually

immune from being sued, I doubt that expending much energy going down that road would be productive

- but I personally would leave that decision to David. But I would urge anyone so inclined to get on (and

stay on) their State Legislator's butt to change the system, to make clear rules and make it clear that

prosecutorial misconduct will not be tolerated in any shape or form.

And now I will go back to reading, "Don Quixote!" Carry on.

PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT v2.pdf

http://www.atlassociety.org/brc/blog/2013/11/05/where-are-honorable-prosecutors

Funding
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/48637087134/permalink/10151683099737135/

George, unlike the UK, where the Crown funds all prosecutions and anyone who cannot afford a defence

Barrister, the US has a dual system. In our federal courts, the federal government provides full-time

federal public defenders who are Civil Servants, and where necessary, pays private attorneys. Those rates

are set by law. But in the State criminal justice system, different states do things differently depending on

State Law. In some States, the State actually funds everything; in others there's a formula approach - the

State pays X% and the County pays Y%. In a couple of States, it's totally left to the County. Here's a good

study and a chart at about page 5:JPI System Overload.pdf ) and here's another good

source:http://www.brennancenter.org/.../Gideon_Report_040913.pdf And ironically, here's testimony by 

Richard Kammen before the US Congress some years ago on this issue:

Kammen05111995.pdf

Assisting

( defense counsel )

https://www.facebook.com/groups/48637087134/permalink/10151692205847135/

The varsity members of the criminal defense fraternity [I don't know of a gender neutral word, so bear

with me] is a group of dedicated, slightly crazy and obsessive folks whose core philosophy is, if you want

to "get" my client, you've got to go through me first. And when called upon, we cover each others' backs

in exchange for a cold beer or a glass of quaffable Merlot down the road.

My small role in David's case was to get Rick and Stacy up to speed on all things "Englert" and to keep

an eye on Bevel, the lesser of two evils. So yesterday, when I heard that Bevel was being recalled as a

rebuttal witness, the "BS" detector pegged extreme. Many times you can smell BS from a distance, the

trick is to locate it so you don't step into it.

So, for the umpteenth time this year, I Googled "Tom Bevel blood" - and mind you I was retained counsel

in an appeal of another case that he was involved in. For the computer geeks amongst us, call it SEO

[Search Engine Optimization]; or for the many here with devout religious foundations, call it "Divine

Intervention," regardless, up popped THE "book review." I read it somewhat incredulously. I then printed

it off and read it 2 or 3 more times, pinching myself as I'm astounded by what I'm reading. I had never

seen that before, and I'm fairly certain that if either Rick or Stacy had seen it before Bevel testified on the

State's direct case, they would have shoved it down Bevel's throat then.

Regardless, after about the 5th time I'd re-read it, I emailed the link to Rick and Stacy, with just a simple

note, "Read this! 1 page!" They did.

Contrary to media portrayals, being a competent criminal defense lawyer means about 10 hours of work

for every hour in the courtroom for "fact" witnesses, and probably around 100 hours of work for every

prosecution expert. It means 20 hour days during trial, little if any contact with friends and loved ones, a

diet from hell or vending machines (if you remember to even eat), and having your brain never shutting

down even when you sleep.
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I got an email at 3:46 am this morning from Rick, which says it all: "Thanks!" I suspect that as many of

us do, he checked his emails before trying to grab a couple of hours sleep. I had gone to bed about 45

minutes prior, as I was working on a case that I've got coming up in a couple of weeks, and didn't see it

until earlier today.

While the prosecution attempted to tap dance around it, Rick shoved the contents of that Book Review so

far down Bevel's throat, that it went straight into his large intestines.

This post is NOT about me and I don't want anyone to think anything else. It's for Rick and Stacy, for

their uncompromising dedication and efforts to their client, David, and the sacrifices they've made

defending him. There are MANY others amongst us, who have made similar sacrifices and this is not to

ignore them and their 13 year efforts in seeking justice.

But sometimes, a little bit of luck also helps in the equation. Thank you "Google!"

History

Kristen Stivers Don Rehkopf, so how did you get involved in the case?

Don Rehkopf Wow Kristen Stivers - long story, but here's the condensed version. In 2003 (not a typo), I

was working on another murder case in Missouri, where the defendant was convicted solely on Englert's

testimony about HVIS. I had another transcript from another trial that he testified in, which was 180

degrees opposite from the Missouri case. My client's wife, to help contain expenses, was doing a lot of

the internet searches on him and somehow got connected with Sam Lockhart who was doing the same

thing. She gave Sam my email address and the rest is history. I provided what information I had at the

time to Katharine Liell and Stacy Uliana, David's defense attorneys in Trial # 2. For various reasons, I

stayed in the "shadows" during that trial. When Richard Kammen got substituted in for Kitty for Trial # 3

(because she was a potential witness), I contacted Rick who I've known and been friends with for @ 20

years. I had, in the intervening time, had the "opportunity" to personally cross-examine Englert twice and

had uncovered even more information, which I provided to Rick and Stacy - probably about 1,000 pages

of stuff. At that point, I had become convinced of David's absolute innocence and so, offered to help out

where help was needed, especially in the context of the blood spatter issues. And to save them both some

valuable time from answering the inevitable questions everyone not a criminal defense lawyer would

have, I jumped on this thread to offer whatever assistance, explanation or commentary to keep everyone

informed legally.

Links

http://scholarship.law.wm.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1232&context=wmlr IMPROVING

PROSECUTORIAL DECISION MAKING, SOME LESSONS OF COGNITIVE SCIENCE, ALAFAIR
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S. BURKE*

See also

Home page

Bad Lawyering
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http://www.chron.com/news/houston-texas/article/Prosecutor-tells-how-Texas-death-penalty-case-170440

4.php
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Frances Newton

Rest in peace, but you will never be forgotten.

See also

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frances_Newton

Analysis of Women executed in United States since 1976

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Stinney
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See:

Wikipedia

http://trayvon-martin.wikispaces.com/

News reports:

Kurtz: Zimmerman trial ‘media overload’ makes justice system seem unfair to black people By

David Edwards, Sunday, June 16, 2013 15:29 EDT
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See

http://greg-skomaroske.wikispaces.com
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See http://hannah-overton.wikispaces.com/
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Trial by Media

This website concerned with understanding serious miscarriages of justice, and supporting victims of

injustice.

Recommended Sites

Wrongly Convicted Group : http://wronglyconvicted.wikispaces.com/

Domestic Violence Law Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/DomesticViolenceLaw/

Tables

Male | Female

These tables are for collating information on high profile cases (almost every murder charge can be

described as trial by media to some extent), especially (but not necessarily) cases where there may have

been a miscarriage of justice. The focus is on areas such as alleged motive, race, gender differences,

extent of prejudice generated, length of trial, length of appeal process, etc. This site is "innocence"

oriented. Links are given to sites that appear to fairly represent the defense case. I am also giving thought

to a new comprehensive database similar to Hans Sherrers (see below) but with fields for many different

attributes. This probably requires proper database technology (with which I am very familiar).

Male Year Duration1 Charge Alleged

Motive

Verdict Sentence Appeal Features /

other infor

mation

Character

arguments

Louis

Taylor

1970 42 years Murder

(Arson)

Guilty Life No

contest

release

Ray

Donovan

1987 0 Fraud Financial Not guilty

O. J.

Simpson

murder

case

1994 1 year Murder Not guilty

Impeachm

ent of Bill

Clinton

1998 1 year Perjury Cover up

scandal

Not guilty Extra-mar

ital sex

life

David

Camm

2000 13 years Murder

(Own fam

ily,Gun)

Various Guilty x 2 Life wop Success x

2

Found

Not

Guilty, 24

Infidelity;

Molested

daughter
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Oct 2013 (rejected

on appeal)

Scott

Peterson

2002 11+ years Murder

(Pregnant

wife)

Freedom

from

parental re

sponsibilit

y

Guilty Death Filed Infidelity

Chris

Hurley

2004 3 years Manslaughter Loss of

control(?)

Not guilty Police

officer,

Death in

custody

Duke

lacrosse

case

2006 1 year Not

charged

Sexual No trial Multiple

men

Bradley

Cooper

2008 5 years Murder(

Wife)

Divorce Guilty ? Success Retrial

date not

yet known

Ryan

Widmer

2008 5+ Murder(

Wife,Dro

wning)

? Guilty 15

years-life

Complex

Conrad

Murray

2009 2 years Manslaug

hter

Guilty 4 years

George Zi

mmerman

2012 1+ years Murder

(Gun)

Not guilty Self-defen

se

Racial

profiling

(?)

Oscar

Pistorius

2012 0+ year Murder Domestic

violence

Self-defen

se,

Mistaken

identity

Female Year Duration Charge Alleged

Motive

Verdict Sentence Appeal Features /

other infor

mation

Character

arguments

Madeleine

Smith

1857 1 year Murder (P

oisoning)

Blackmail

(?)

Not

proven

Domestic

violence

Ruth Ellis 1955 3 month Murder Unclear Guilty Death No Domestic
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violence :

mutual

violent

control

Claudine

Longet

1976 1 year Manslaug

hter (Gun)

Mis. crim.

negl.

30 days Accident

Lindy Cha

mberlain

1980 6 years Murder

(Own

baby)

No motiveGuilty Success Fully exo

nerated in

2012

inquest,

32 years

after

accident,

Frances

Newton

1987 18 years Murder(O

wn

Family)

Insurance

money

Guilty Death Failed Executed

by lethal

injection

2005,

innocent

Debra

Milke

1990 23+ years Murder (S

on,Gun,R

emote)

Freedom

from

parental re

sponsibilit

y

Guilty Death Success Retrial an

nounced.

Granted

bail, 5

Sep,2013

Said to be

"cold"

(actually

due to und

isclosed m

edication)

Darlie

Routier

1996 17+ years Murder(S

on)

Financial

problems

Guilty Death Tom

Bevel

Portrayed

as materia

listic

Liysa

Northon

2000 12 years Manslaug

hter

(husband)

Plead

guilty

12 years Domestic

violence,

very

abusive

husband,

Ann Rule

book

Kirstin

Blaise

Lobato

2001 12+ years Manslaug

hter

Defense

against

attempted

rape

Guilty 35 years Mistaken

crime,

declined 3

year plea
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bargain

Nicole

Harris

2005 8 years Murder(S

on)

Stop son

crying

Guilty 35 years Success False conf

ession,

accident

Amanda

Knox

2007 6+ years Murder (

Woman,K

nife,Remo

te)

Revenge

after

personal

criticism

Guilty 25 years Success Appeal ov

erturned,

awaiting

retrial,

Italy

Sex life,

described

as "she-de

vil",

"accused"

innocent

party in u

nrecorded 

interrogati

on.

Dawn

Halkett

2007 2 years Baby aban

doned at

birth

Not guilty Mens

Rea. Final

appeal by

state

denied

2013

Hannah

Overton

2007 6+ years Murder(F

oster

child)

Unclear Guilty Life Success Convictio

n overturn

ed Septem

ber 2014

Father's c

onvictions

?

Nyki Kish2007 6+ years Murder (

Man,Knif

e)

Revenge

for friend

in street

fight

Guilty 12 years Failed Appeal to

be heard

28 Oct

2013.

Appeal

denied.

Portrayed

as "pan-ha

ndler"

(beggar),

did not

testify

Casey

Anthony

2008 3 years Murder (

Daughter)

Freedom

from

parental re

sponsibilit

y

Not guilty Accident,

Domestic

violence

Did not

testify

Jodi Arias 2008 5+ years Murder 1 

(Man,Gun

,Knife)

Jealousy Guilty Pending Accident, 

Self-defen

se,

Domestic

Portrayed

as liar.

Trial by

social
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violence.

Penalty

phase

retrial

likely Jan

2014.

media.

Crystal Dawn MacKenzie 2010 3 years Murder 2

(Knife)

Not guilty Self-defen

se,Domest

ic violenc

e,Retrial

ordered 2

012,acquit

ted second

time in

2013.

1 Duration is from date of first alleged crime (Year) to last legal activity on main charges.

See also

Analysis of Women executed in United States since 1976

The search for the Femme Fatale article about modern day media trials of women - that strongly

resemble the witch hunts of long ago.

Injustice Anywhere an organization working to correct wrongful convictions

Websites Claiming Innocence list of cases at Injustice Anywhere

The Innocence project

http://justicedenied.org/

http://forejustice.org/db/location/innocents_l.html database with thousands of cases ( Hans Sherrer

)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9YOdyK5llw Interview with Hans Sherrer

http://www.provinginnocence.org

http://wrongfulconvictionsblog.org/2013/02/20/why-i-think-the-us-justice-system-is-broken-and-

why-its-not-getting-fixed/

Please leave a message if you know of a case.

The list is not judgemental. 

It is not necessary for the case to have reached court.

Messages / Leave a message ( You need a wikispaces account - see top right ).
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http://www.14news.com/story/17139507/evansville-murder-victim

An autopsy reveals that a weekend murder victim died from blood loss after he was stabbed in the neck.

Forty-two-year-old Keith Vaughn was found dead in his Kathleen Avenue home Sunday.

Three people have been arrested in connection with Vaughn's death. 21-year-old Megan Mecum was arrested early Monday morning on Murder and Robbery charges; 31-year-old Hubert Mayhugh II and 17-year-old James Mayhugh were also arrested Monday, after Evansville police put the public on notice that the pair were wanted for Vaughn's death.

Court documents show that Mecum was arrested on Friday, March 9 on a drug charge and for violating a protective order that was granted to Vaughn.

In the request for the order, which was granted out on February 22, Vaughn wrote that on February 14 Mecum called him threatening to kill him, broke a screen door to his home and damaged his car.

According to court records, Mecum and Vaughn were married on January 10th of this year. However, Vaughn filed for divorce and the protective order against Mecum just over a month later.

http://www.14news.com/story/17171681/mother-of-woman-accused-of-mother-speaks-out

Mecum's mother, Elaine Epley, says if her daughter committed the crime, she ought to be held accountable.

The three suspects are being held at the Vanderburgh County Jail on charges of murder and robbery.

As the case moves through court, family members of even the suspects, say they hope justice is served.

"I knew she was on drugs real bad, because she came over and had lost a lot of weight, and she was hanging around with the wrong people," Epley said.

Epley describes what her daughter was like before Police charged Megan in the murder of Keith Vaughn.

Epley says Megan not only had a problem with drugs, but she and Vaughn were suffering from marital issues.

Vaughn filed for a divorce and protective order against Mecum this February, just about a month after they married.

"I told him 'If you marry Megan, that's going to be the death of you,' and he just laughed it off," Epley said.

Vaughn was found stabbed to death in home on Kathleen Avenue Sunday.
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See

http://james-stone.wikispaces.com/
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See:

Jodi Arias art auction - Official site, art for sale, how to write to Jodi.

Jodi Arias is innocent - Official support site. Daily discussion (supporters only) in a safe and friendly environment.

Jodi Arias - a wiki about the case of Jodi Arias, analysis, transcripts, photographs, exhibits, police

and autopsy reports, commentary.

https://www.facebook.com/WhyJodiIsInnocent,

https://www.facebook.com/groups/JodiAriasOpen/

Jodi Arias Domestic Violence News - news on twitter about domestic violence
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See

http://john-ramos.wikispaces.com/
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Some links:

http://justicedenied.org/wordpress/archives/2428

http://www.injusticeanywhereforum.com/viewtopic.php?p=98625#p98625

https://www.facebook.com/groups/414695245218231/
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See

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lindy_Chamberlain-Creighton
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See

http://liysa-northon.wikispaces.com/
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See

Wikipedia

Injustice Anywhere • View topic - Madeleine Smith
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Nancy Grace

Ex-prosecutor, HLN nutter.

Wikipedia is quite good on the various innocent people she has attacked.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nancy_Grace#Controversies

ToDo : Add David Camm section to wikipedia article

http://abcnews.go.com/GMA/video/david-camm-murder-trial-suspect-foot-fetish-20429548?tab=9482930

&section=1206852&playlist=20430894

See

Jodi Arias

Amanda Knox

David Camm - ToDo

Scott Peterson - almost certainly, see 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/scott-peterson-case-truth-be-told/another-nancy-grace-comment-bites-th

e-dust/524375207575264
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Kurtz: Zimmerman trial ‘media overload’ makes justice system seem unfair to black people By David

Edwards, Sunday, June 16, 2013 15:29 EDT
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See

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/18/nicole-harris-free-chicag_n_3459924.html?ncid=edlin

kusaolp00000003

http://www.law.umich.edu/special/exoneration/pages/casedetail.aspx?caseid=4202

( Not a case I followed in detail )
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See Google "Nyki Kish" for a good selection of support sites.

Also

Nyki's own blog

Dear Jailer: Free Nyki Kish

http://nyki-kish.wikispaces.com/
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Observations on the law of self-defense

These observations are inspired by the case of Liysa Northon.

I shall start with a hypothetical example.

1. Suppose a woman is working alone, late at night in a large warehouse. All the doors are locked.

2. An intruder breaks in (through a skylight say), he is unarmed, but powerfully built.

3. He threatens the woman, and assaults her, however she manages to break away, and runs to another

part of the warehouse.

4. The intruder threatens the woman again, and assaults her again.

Suppose steps 3 and 4 are repeated several times, until the woman is in a state of justified terror.

Finally

5. She runs to an office, where she knows there is a gun hidden in a drawer.

6. She observes the intruder, and follows him, until she can get a good clear shot. She shoots the intruder

dead.

Has the woman committed a crime?

For discussion, see

https://www.facebook.com/groups/DomesticViolenceLaw/permalink/252923181523383/
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See http://oscar-pistorius.wikispaces.com/

and https://www.facebook.com/OscarPistoriusCase
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How to Manage a Trial in the Face of a Media Circus | NH Attorney Rob Stephen

Why the American "Justice" system is broken

http://off2dr.com/modules/cjaycontent/index.php?id=6 Death penalty info ( could be basis for subset )

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Offender_profiling

Reform:

http://www.injusticeanywhereforum.com/viewtopic.php?p=108692#p108692
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Pride and prejudice

Some people who comment on cases may not be fully aware of the danger of pride and prejudice to

innocent defendants.

Pride

Pride is dangerous because many people are afraid to admit they were mistaken, for fear of

damaging their reputation.

Some people believe the cure is to simply remain neutral in public and not express any firm

opinion.

For journalists who do not research cases in any detail, this is perhaps the wisest solution.

Prejudice

Prejudice against innocent defendants can occur in many different ways.

(1) Giving ill-advised interviews or being seen by reporters.

Causes:

Failure to obtain legal counsel

Existing fame

Being an attractive woman

(2) Police and/or prosecution leaking incorrect information to the press.

Causes:

Premature arrest

Tunnel vision : failure to investigate all suspects

Failure to identify guilty party

 

(3) Suppression of evidence

Examples
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Evidence destroyed by police and/or prosecution

Evidence manufactured by police, prosecution or other parties

Evidence held to be inadmissible by a court

Tampering or suppression of trial record / exhibits

(4) Media reports that do not fully disclose defense case

Causes

Defense case may be withheld for tactical reasons

Truth remains hidden

Media types

Newspapers,

Television or radio broadcasts ,

"True crime" books

Websites

Films

Conclusions

Be aware of the sources of prejudice listed above

Be sceptical about any source that seems one-sided

Be sceptical about police or ex-police sources

Do not express an opinion on a case without being aware of the prosecution and defense case.

It may be necessary to consult primary sources, where reliable secondary sources are not

available.

Nothing can be certain, but if all the facts have a clear explanation, you are probably correct.

Sometimes the required information to draw a firm conclusion may not be available - reasonable

doubt.

If you find discussing a case distressing or are reluctant to look at some new information from a

credible source, your conclusion about the case is probably wrong.

If you are puzzled by some or many aspects of a case, your conclusion (if you have one) is likely

wrong due to a combination of pride and prejudice.
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Rod Englert

See David Camm , Julie Rea
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Recommendations for running support for the wrongly convicted

Supporting a wrongly convicted person can be a taxing business.

I have seen many disagreements between people who are certainly all well-intentioned, and working

towards the common goal.

It is not any easy business, you may be faced with an overwhelming amout of "hate" from poorly

informed people.

Potential problems

Unclear aims : disagreements in what the aims and activities are, and how to work towards those aims.

People who want to socialise

People who have different agendas ( everybody has some agenda )

People who want to "shoot the messenger" (attack journalists).

People may not have time.

People may disagree over some cases.

Promoting other cases within a support group,

Quality too low

Posting too much

Posting too little

Personal differences

Poor communication

Fragmentation of support

Use of sub-optimal technology

Problems with trolls etc.

Being too inward looking

Not keeping supporters "safe"

Leaking information that should not be leaked

Too much self-criticism

Too little self-criticism

Too much negativity

Over-optimism

Too much activity, not enough thought

Too much thought, too little activity

Everyone has an "agenda" - not a problem provided people are open about it, and agree on a common

goal. People may not be aware of their personal agendas.

Establishing trust.

Questions

How to make administrative decisions, resolve differences

What should be public / what should be kept private
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Interaction with lawyers and the supported person(s)

Models

1) Put trust in one person

2) Have a "board" and actual admin is "secretary" role

3) Make sure secretary does not act hastily in adversity. Keep calm at all times.

Facebook

Remember to check your "Other" messages.

Report abuse ( in stages )

Send a message before friends request ( "May I send a friend request" )

Use "Like" pages.

Use chat function.

Suggestions

1) Agree rules in advance, but seek to accommodate many different aims.

2) A suitable mix of social and serious.

3) Take decisive action over trouble-makers - for example personal attacks, one or two warnings, and out.

4) Mentioning a person you are supporting on occasion is fine. Guilt views are not ( take them elsewhere

).

5) Leave egos out of it, don't be hasty with actions. ( Note: large Facebook groups once made Closed,

cannot be made Open again )

6) Avoid secrecy, except for negative views.

7) Take complaints to "board" meeting regularly.

8) Have clearly designated roles.

9) On Facebook, may need to use different groups. "Like" page for general support. "Support" group(s)

for support activity. "Discussion" group for talking to doubters.

All easier said than done, these are just some thoughts.

See also Pride and Prejudice
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Key points

Last woman to be executed in the UK

Desmond Cussen heavily involved

chose solicitor Bickford

after trial Ellis dismissed Bickford

Timeline

10 April 1955 : Killed abusive partner David Blakeley.

10 June 1955 : Trial. Jury convict after 16 minutes deliberation. Mandatory death sentence.

12 July 1955 : Makes new statement to new solicitor Victor Miscon. Home Office refuses to take action.

13 July 1955 : Executed just after 9am,

Early 1970: Bickford states that Cussen told him in 1955 that Ellis lied at the trial. After a police

investigation, no action regarding Cussen taken.

2003 : Criminal Cases Review Commission.refers case to Court of appeal which refuses to hear appeal,

stating "On any view, Mrs Ellis had committed a serious criminal offence."

2007 : Petition to Gordon Brown to reconsider and grant pardon.

The statement on 12 July 1955

Gun was provided by Cussen

Cussen drove her to the murder scene

Extract from TruTv.com:

"Ruth visited him here frequently, but again, developed a phobia that George was having improper

relationships with the staff and female patients. On one occasion, she became so inflamed, ranting and

raving and screaming in coarse, uncouth language, she had to be forcibly restrained and sedated. Dr Rees,

a psychiatrist who was looking after George, prescribed drugs for Ruth and from that point on until the

day she killed David Blakley, she was under his care. It has always remained a mystery why her defence

counsel at her trial did not call him to give evidence of her state of mind, and that fact that the legally

prescribed sedatives, combined with alcohol, could have made her incapable of rational behaviour

at the time she fired the fatal shots."

Conclusions

Ineffective defense, solicitor chosen by Cussen [who may have provided gun and drove her to

murder scene - not proven]

Ruth Ellis was convicted on the basis of her own perjured evidence

State assisted suicide
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Domestic violence - type : Mutual violent control

Final "hesitation" ineffective - it was too late

Legally prescribed sedatives, combined with alcohol are the key

References

Ruth Ellis Wikipedia

Ruth Ellis: The last to hang TruTv.com. Describes history of escalating mutual violence

Mutual Violent Control Wikipedia. "rare type of intimate partner violence occurring when both

partners act in a violent manner, battling for control"
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http://freeryanferguson.com/

http://fox2now.com/2013/10/27/campaign-to-free-ryan-ferguson-may-get-reward-with-new-trial/
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See

https://www.facebook.com/FreeRyanWidmer

http://www.injusticeanywhereforum.com/viewtopic.php?f=123&t=2169
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Scott Peterson

Case summary:

(1) Scott Peterson stood to gain from insurance ( He also stood to lose... it was not an opportune moment

to kill his wife and child ).

(2) Scott was conducting an affair ( and was generally unfaithful ). The woman involved already had a

child that was not Scott's.

(3) Scott had gone on a fishing trip on the day of the disappearance.

(4) Laci Peterson disappeared, and her body and that of her unborn child were found some months later

on the shores of the Bay.

That seems to be about it.

He might have killed his wife, and dumped the body in the bay, but that seems unlikely

( given lack of forensic evidence, no evidence of mental disturbance, lack of credible motive ).

See https://www.facebook.com/groups/ScottPetersonOpen/ for discussion ( I am admin )

Like page is https://www.facebook.com/pages/Scott-Peterson-Case-Truth-be-Told/127523270602413

See 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/scott-peterson-case-truth-be-told/another-nancy-grace-comment-bites-th

e-dust/524375207575264

for info on search of Bay.

http://ccadp.proboards.com/thread/7184/perry-monroe-suspect?page=1&scrollTo=31886

http://www.injusticeanywhereforum.com/viewtopic.php?p=123121#p123121 Post by Jane on the search

for Laci's body.

See also

http://scott-peterson.wikispaces.com/
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Shrien Dewani

See http://shrien-dewani.wikispaces.com/
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Stan Faith

See David Camm and James Stone

Also Ethical Justice: Applied Issues for Criminal Justice Students and Professionals By Brent E. Turvey,

Stan Crowde
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FB Friends:

When operating in semi-secret or secret on FB, as is sometimes necessary, "Friends" are required.

Learn to use FB security features.Don't worry if you end up in FB jail, this is common.

Use "Close friends" if you want to keep stuff private from FB "Friends" ( may well be sensible ) ???

Can anyone issue a guide to how FB actually works?!

Injustice database

There are many different wrongful conviction centres... Hans Sherrer has large database, but few fields.

Issues

(1) Identifying wrongful convictions.

(2) Documenting them partially ( list features, partial validation )

(3) Document fully

(4) Need some kind of trust measurement ( credibility rating )

Design a single world-wide database of "objects".

Object type can be:

Person : note, no duplicates. A person should have only a single entry in the database.

Case

Trial

Hearing

Witness

Verdict

Appeal

Website

Template

Dispute

Translation

Data types ( will grow over time )

URL

Label/Tag : One of more words ( in Unicode ), no semantics, must be short (max 100 characters,usually much less). Example: "Domestic VIolence"

Abbreviation: Up to 10 characters, usually much less, usually all upper case. "DV".

Short text : Up to 100 characters ( "Headline" )

Medium text: Up to 1000 characters.

Long text: No limit.

HTML

Location

Country

Language

Date/Time ( UTC )

Database operations:

Add an attribute to an existing object; Update the data associated with an existing object.
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Log Entry: User Account Id (4 bytes); Parent Object Id (8 bytes); Operation(Bit); Operation Time(8 bytes); Object Type; Data (16 bytes)
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Tim Masters

Tom Bevel involved

http://www.law.umich.edu/special/exoneration/Pages/casedetail.aspx?caseid=3412

http://www.denverpost.com/ci_6373222
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Tom Bevel

Ex-cop, caused many wrongful convictions.

Tom Bevel's textbook was described as Cargo Cult Science by a reviewer, referring to the phrase coined by Richard Feynman.

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darlie_Routier#Current_status and 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1556-4029.2008.00932.x/abstract

In December 2013 it was announced that recent exoneree David Camm had been hired as a case coordinator for Investigating Innocence, a national nonprofit that provides criminal-defense investigations for inmates, and that Routier would be his first case.[8] The cases are linked by the testimony of blood spatter expert, Tom Bevel. Supporters point to several cases where Bevel's testimony has been questioned, such as Jason Payne[9], Warren Horinek[10], David Camm, Timothy Masters, Ron Williamson, and Dennis Fritz.

1.^ Mark Vanderhoff (2013-01-12). "Wrongful-conviction advocacy group hires David Camm".

2.Jump up^ "Payne serving life for murdering wife & stepson, granted new trial".

3.Jump up^ "Judge recommends keeping murder conviction of former Fort Worth officer".

See

David Camm ( Found not guilty October 2013 )

Darlie Routier ( Still in prison )

Tim Masters ( Released January 2008 )

Warren Horinek ( Still in prison, Habeas Corpus filed 2010 )

http://www.wcojp.org/bevel-credibility.html

See also Baddies and DonsTales
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See

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Troy_Davis
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Warren Horinek

http://www.texasobserver.org/cnn-explores-warren-horinek-case/
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Melisa Payne Thickstun My Brother is Jason Payne he was wrongfully arrested back in Sept 2007. Please

look at his website and see for yourself https://www.facebook.com/?ref=tn_tnmn...

Thank You GOD BLESS YOU ALL

November 5 at 2:37pm · Unlike · 5 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry https://www.facebook.com/TheWrongfulConvictionOfJasonPayne

The Wrongful Conviction of Jason Payne

Jason Payne was sentenced to "The Other Death Sentence" life without parole (LWO...See More

Community: 3,133 like this

November 5 at 10:23pm · Like · 2 · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Stephanie Hopkins Darlie Routier www.darliefacts.com www.fordarlieroutier.org

November 5 at 2:44pm · Edited · Unlike · 4 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry Also https://www.facebook.com/groups/315083784616/

Free Darlie Routier

This group is for supporters of Darlie Routier, an innocent mother on Death Row...See More

November 6 at 12:48am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Kay Lincoln Byron Evelyn Case

http://www.freebyroncase.com/index.html

November 14 at 7:17am · Like · 1 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry Byron Case, Missouri

https://www.facebook.com/FreeByronCaseNow

Free Byron Case

What can you do to get involved? - Sign the petition. ( http://www.thepetitions...See More

Community: 468 like this

November 16 at 7:38am · Edited · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry
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Shorty Freemyhusband Ramos http://www.change.org/petitions/justice-for-john-ramos... via @change

November 6 at 6:46pm · Like · 1 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry replied · 2 Replies

Nancy Navas Debra Milke is a wrongfully convicted woman, who was sentence to death, on the word of

a corrupt and immoral detective who was known to fabricate evidence and lie to the grand jury in order to

have someone charge and ending in a conviction

November 5 at 9:08am · Edited · Unlike · 6 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry Support page:

https://www.facebook.com/.../Free-Debra-Jean.../237767923380

Free Debra Jean Milke

More then twenty years was Debra innocent on Death Row in Arizona. This page dea...See More

Non-Profit Organization: 789 like this

November 7 at 9:40am · Like · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Jenn Arnold Garreth Stephens & Jarod Sowders https://www.facebook.com/groups/562649657130916/

November 5 at 1:52pm · Edited · Unlike · 4 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry August 13, 2013: 

http://newsandtribune.com/.../UPDATE-Clarksville-murder...

UPDATE: Clarksville murder suspects released from jail

newsandtribune.com

Two teenage murder suspects were released from jail Friday morning after spending nearly five months

behind bars without bonds. Following a hearing i

November 6 at 2:12pm · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Lynne Blanchard Another NC case - Mark Carver:

http://irinayarmolenko.drupalgardens.com/free-mark-carver

November 5 at 8:49pm · Like · 1 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry replied · 2 Replies

George Barwood David Camm http://stopwrongfulconvictions.wordpress.com/.../david.../
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David Camm's Acquittal And Reflections On The Trial

stopwrongfulconvictions.wordpress.com

Those of us who advocate for the wrongfully convicted are used to disappointment...See More

November 5 at 1:46pm · Like · 6 · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry replied · 4 Replies

George Barwood Hannah Overton http://www.freehannah.com/

Be still, and know that I am God: I will be exalted among the heathen, I will be exalted in the...

www.freehannah.com

Hannah Overton Mother of five kids and her husband are wrongfully accused of mur...See More

November 5 at 5:11pm · Like · 2 · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry replied · 2 Replies

Lynne Blanchard Jason Young

https://www.facebook.com/FreeJasonYoung

November 5 at 8:47pm · Like · 3 · Reply

Lynne Blanchard http://justiceforjasonyoung.wordpress.com/

November 5 at 8:48pm · Unlike · 2

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Kay Lincoln Christy Phillips

https://www.facebook.com/christy.phillips.129/about

November 14 at 7:22am · Like · 2 · Reply

Auria M. Morales I will spend this weekend reading all the websites you that have so generously

submitted. Thankyou Kay...

November 14 at 7:27am · Unlike · 2

Wrongly Convicted Registry

George Barwood Rodney Lincoln

https://www.facebook.com/FreeRodneyLincoln

https://www.facebook.com/groups/FreeRodneyLincoln/
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http://www.freerodneylincoln.com/

Free Rodney Lincoln

A short introduction to his story: In 1982 Rodney was arrested for the gruesom...See More

Community: 273 like this

November 13 at 11:00pm · Edited · Like · 2 · Reply · Remove Preview

Ingo V. He There is a German in prison in Florida. His name is Dieter Riechmann. He was sentenced to

Death and after more then 20 years on Death Row his sentence commuted into life without parole. To

learn more about this case: http://lethal-injection-florida.blogspot.de/.../summary...

November 5 at 10:01am · Unlike · 4 · Reply

Olen Keiner Exonerated on Oct. 25 after 30 years, much on death row.

https://www.facebook.com/.../Free.../224421104369200

November 5 at 2:23pm · Like · 2 · Reply

Darren Motise LARRY SWEARINGEN. He has survived 4 execution dates. 

http://www.larry-swearingen.com/

November 14 at 12:26pm via mobile · Like · 2 · Reply

George Barwood Ryan Ferguson https://www.facebook.com/FreeRyanFerguson

Freed Ryan Ferguson

Freeing Ryan Ferguson in 2013.

Cause: 90,704 like this

November 5 at 1:18pm · Edited · Like · 6 · Reply · Remove Preview

2 Replies

Kay Lincoln Shawn Juntunen

https://www.facebook.com/WhereIsThejustInTheJusticeSystem

November 14 at 7:37am · Unlike · 1 · Reply

Kay Lincoln Lincoln Lincoln Lori Keith

https://www.facebook.com/lincolnlorikeith?fref=ts

November 14 at 7:35am · Like · 1 · Reply

Darren Motise KEVIN COOPER. One of the most shocking and drawn out cases in history. And

URGENT. http://savekevincooper.org/

November 14 at 12:18pm via mobile · Like · 1 · Reply

George Barwood Scott Peterson https://www.facebook.com/.../Scott.../127523270602413
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Scott Peterson Case: Truth be Told

This page is unique to all other media because we are not paid to bring the news...See More

Public Figure: 1,237 like this

November 5 at 5:49pm · Unlike · 2 · Reply · Remove Preview

Kay Lincoln John Kinsel

https://www.facebook.com/JohnKinselInnocent

November 14 at 7:31am · Like · Reply

Vikki Green David Camm now after 13 years home I'm so grateful for Dave and now I know his wife and

children Kim Brad Jill are at rest and in peace now knowing he is free bitter sweet still cry for what

everyone when through . But there are several I'm sure of a...See More

November 19 at 2:40pm via mobile · Like · Reply

Shorty Freemyhusband Ramos Yes he didn't..Thank you from the bottom of my heart

November 7 at 1:26am via mobile · Like · 1 · Reply

Heather Soper State of Montana: In the Name of Justice, Free Barry Beach - Sign the Petition!

Heather just signed this petition on Change.org.

1332 signatures are still needed!

November 8 at 9:57am · Like · 1 · Reply

3 Replies

Darren Motise Please write the name clearly, apart from the link so that we can see the name first.

November 12 at 7:21am via mobile · Like · Reply

Darren Motise HENRY HOUGHTON http://www.freehenrynow.com/case_summary.html

November 12 at 7:11am via mobile · Like · Reply

Darren Motise SHANE WATSON https://m.facebook.com/.../The-Opus-Thirty-Mission-Shane...

November 12 at 7:09am via mobile · Like · Reply

Alice Kinsel www.houstonpress.com/2011-04-14/news/life-without-parole/

November 6 at 6:30am · Like · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry Charles Flores https://www.facebook.com/groups/248338245184469/

Freedom for Charles Flores

182 members
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November 10 at 8:17am · Like · 1 · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry http://www.innocentontexasdeathrow.com/

INNOCENTONTEXASDEATHROW.COM

www.innocentontexasdeathrow.com

November 11 at 11:50am · Like · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Ann Wright Rob Will was handcuffed at the time of this murder. Now he is on DR in Texas. Here is his

FB page: https://www.facebook.com/FreeRobWill?fref=ts

November 5 at 8:35pm · Like · 4 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry replied · 3 Replies

Paul Ames Free Chelsea Richardson.

November 5 at 7:42pm · Unlike · 5 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry replied · 3 Replies

Support for Marissa Alexander MARISSA D. ALEXANDER, 33, Mother, Daughter, Academic, business

professinal and a benefit to society While pregnant, Marissa Alexander was battered by her husband. On

August 1 2010, her premature baby girl, born nine days earlier, was in the Baptist Sou...See More

November 19 at 4:48am · Like · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry Thank you - I was aware of the case, somehow it was not previously listed.

To keep things manageable, I may at some point remove the text and replace it with just a name and link,

no offense. My best wishes to Marissa.

November 19 at 11:36am · Edited · Like

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Tam Alex Sorry to post this here, but I see no contact information, no way to message, and I can't post on

your wall. Who is running this page?

November 11 at 1:57am · Like · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry Tam To keep things tidy, for the moment I am not openly disclosing my

identity ( although it is known by my facebook friends, and may be fairly easily guessed ), and have

disabled private messages.

There is a post where you can leave public comment...See More

November 19 at 8:58am · Edited · Like

Wrongly Convicted Registry
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Deana Depinet justice for aj depinet on facebook

November 5 at 10:33pm · Like · 2 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry https://www.facebook.com/groups/333090290034599/

Justice for A.J. depinet

a group to stop the lies and hurtful effects of this bogus rape charge.

119 members · Join Group

November 6 at 8:46am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Leah Young Free Don Miller

November 5 at 5:20pm via mobile · Like · 3 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry replied · 2 Replies

Wrongly Convicted Registry Charles Raby http://www.deathrow-usa.com/CharlesRaby.htm

Charles D. Raby on Texas Death Row

www.deathrow-usa.com

For anyone who would like to write, please f...See More

November 10 at 10:33am · Like · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry http://charlesdonflores.com/

official webside Charles Don Flores #999299 Death Row USA Texas

charlesdonflores.com

Death Row Texas official webside of Charles Don Flores #999299

November 10 at 4:22pm · Like · 1 · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Michele Queyroy Is this Registry logging all current wrongful conviction as per wrongfully ones still

jailed???

November 6 at 5:49pm · Like · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry Yes, mainly but also recent or cases where bail has been granted etc. Please

see the group About page for more info https://www.facebook.com/WronglyConvictedRegistry/info

Wrongly Convicted Registry
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This page is a Facebook registry for ALL possibly wrongfully convicted people. P...See More

Community: 123 like this

November 7 at 6:54am · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Wrongly Convicted Registry Manuel Velez ( Texas )

http://www.texasmonthly.com/.../reasonable-doubt-manuel...

Reasonable Doubt: The Manuel Velez Case

www.texasmonthly.com

UPDATED: A Brownsville construction worker named Manuel Velez was sent to death ...See More

8 minutes ago · Edited · Like · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry http://www.brownsvilleherald.com/.../article_29e502e0...

Judge grants bail for Manuel Velez

www.brownsvilleherald.com

A Brownsville man who spent six years on death row and eight years in prison was given bail this

morning.

9 minutes ago · Like · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Wrongly Convicted Registry David Thorne

https://www.facebook.com/TheWrongfulConvictionofDavidThorne

The Wrongful Conviction of David Thorne

A4WC (www.a4wc.org) presents the wrongful conviction of David Thorne at www.wcod...See More

Public Figure: 375 like this

November 6 at 9:15am · Like · 3 · Reply · Remove Preview

Michelle Ravell Kirstin Blaise Lobato www.justce4kirstin.com

November 5 at 6:31pm · Unlike · 4 · Reply

2 Replies

Wrongly Convicted Registry Herb Whitlock and Randy Steidl
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http://www.change.org/.../illinois-attorney-general-and...

Illinois Attorney General and Governor Quinn: Pardon Herb Whitlock and Randy Steidl: appoint a...

www.change.org

On July 23, 2013, Investigating Innocence filed an affidavit with the Illinois P...See More

November 18 at 4:08pm · Like · 1 · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry Chuck Erikson

http://www.change.org/.../governor-jay-nixon-grant...

Governor Jay Nixon: Grant Charles "Chuck" Erickson a new trial.

www.change.org

Chuck Erickson and Ryan Ferguson were both imprisoned for the murder of Kent Hei...See More

November 18 at 9:48am · Like · 1 · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry Michael Amick

https://www.facebook.com/groups/293939880662257/

Freedom for Michael Amick

Please show your support for the Amick family. Justice must finally prevail in O...See More

November 16 at 12:27am · Like · 1 · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry Kash Delano Register ( Conviction Vacated November 2013 )

http://www.latimes.com/.../la-me-innocence-hearing...

Witness' sister helps free man convicted in 1979 killing

www.latimes.com

In 1979, Brenda Anderson testified that a young man with whom she had gone to high school shot her

elderly neighbor to death.

November 11 at 1:41am · Edited · Like · 1 · Reply · Remove Preview

JusticeforSarah Pender Sarah Jo Pender was wrongly convicted in 2002 by means of forged evidence and

false testimony. Please visit our campaign website "fair justice for Sarah Jo Pender" to know more about

her case :

https://sites.google.com/site/justsarahjo/

You can also become our FB friend to have regular updates on her case.
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November 5 at 10:57am · Edited · Unlike · 3 · Reply

Christian Höckmann Robert Leslie Roberson III, Texas death row 999442, claims that not he shaked his

2-year-old daughter Nikki to death. He also claims that a sexual assault never happened.

November 6 at 12:58am · Edited · Like · 3 · Reply

Kathie Robbins https://www.facebook.com/groups/386556471375939/

November 15 at 7:58pm · Like · 2 · Reply

Tam Alex Jamie Snow:

Website with summary: http://www.FreeJamieSnow.com

Facebook Support Page: https://www.facebook.com/freejamiesnow

Facebook Personal Page: https://www.facebook.com/jamiesnow3

Twitter: https://twitter.com/freejamiesnow

November 10 at 1:15am · Like · 2 · Reply

Helen Caddes Jamie Snow

httpfreejamiesnow.com

November 6 at 6:57am via mobile · Like · 2 · Reply

Free David Thorne David Thorne Website: www.wcodt.org Facebook: The Wrongful Conviction of David

Thorne

November 14 at 3:19pm · Like · 1 · Reply

Jennie Bloom Jeffrey Havard, MS (details if you're serious), Byron Case, Leonard Peltier, (fed prisoner)

Dylan Ryan Johnson (Mexico), Christy Phillips (Chowchilla CA), Rob Wills (Tennessee or Texas?...fuck

so many in the latter. Bit brain dead at 2.00am in the morning: will get back....(all can be googled by the

way). Jeffrey faces death penalty more doubts than evidence so he is preessing, but ALL are worthy.

Leonard is sick and has spent over 40 years....Chelsea Manning..,.all of Guantanamo.....Kimberley Rivera

(Fort ...shit...not Meade...find on Courage to Resist......

November 14 at 3:03pm · Like · 1 · Reply

Auria M. Morales Auria Morales was framed by a Cincinnati Police Homicide Detective; then sentenced

15-life for a crime she did not commit. NO EVIDENCE!!!!www.freeauriamorales.com Petition on

CHANGE.ORG.

November 14 at 7:20am · Like · 2 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry James Barton http://truthinjustice.org/james-barton.htm

Scared to Death

truthinjustice.org
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November 10 at 10:24am · Like · Reply · Remove Preview

Geoff Forgie My anger is devoted to fight our laws which wrongfully prosecutes innocent people

continuously. You can thank America, its laws, and the ambitions to imprison people for profit.

Justice4kirsten.com Freejamiesnownow.com

November 10 at 1:33am via mobile · Like · 2 · Reply

Wrongly Convicted Registry Donald Walsh

https://www.facebook.com/DonaldWalshneedsJustice

Donald Walsh

Worked at My occupation now is prisoner.

Went to Kings Park High School

Lives in Elmira, New York

November 10 at 12:56am · Like · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry John Diamond

http://www.usnews.com/u.../news/articles/051219/19murder.htm

A lonely woman looking for love, a handsome Army sniper, and a husband murdered in cold blood -...

www.usnews.com

FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. --"Hey baby, I miss you already. . . . I can't wait until you...See More

November 9 at 10:32pm · Like · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry Charles Raby https://twitter.com/CharlesDRaby

Charles Raby (CharlesDRaby) on Twitter

twitter.com

The latest from Charles Raby (@CharlesDRaby). Innocent man on death row, wrongfu...See More

November 7 at 6:27pm · Like · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry Charles Flores

https://www.facebook.com/groups/248338245184469/

Freedom for Charles Flores

182 members

November 6 at 10:03am · Like · Reply · Remove Preview

Ann Wright I have been corresponding with Davontae Sanford, a young man from Detroit with

developmental disabilities who, as a child, was convicted of murdering four people in a drug house. The
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real killer has come forward. There was an article about him in The New Yorker 

http://www.newyorker.com/.../10/the-hit-man-or-the-kid.html

November 5 at 8:33pm · Like · 2 · Reply

Justice for Jimmy International, Inc. Jimmy Dennis:

www.jimmydennis.org

www.facebook.com/JusticeForJimmyDennis

Conviction and death sentence overturned on August 21, one step closer to freedom he so rightfully

deserves. Please visit the website to learn more about the case and sign the petition:

:www.change.org/.../free-jimmy-dennis-innocent-on-death...

November 5 at 12:59pm · Like · 2 · Reply

Kay Lincoln Michael Lindsey

https://www.facebook.com/groups/108961875800314/

November 14 at 7:34am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Mark Woodworth

https://www.facebook.com/groups/457022460980120/

November 14 at 7:33am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Jason Chapin

www.freejason.org

November 14 at 7:30am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln SaveDarrell Lomax

http://www.freedarrell.com/

November 14 at 7:30am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Patrick Pursley

http://www.jiwc.org/our-cases/patrick-pursley/

November 14 at 7:29am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Reggie Clemons

http://www.justiceforreggie.com/

November 14 at 7:28am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Brian Peggy Davis
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http://briandavisinnocentondeathrow.webnode.com/

November 14 at 7:26am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Jason Likes

http://www.wcojp.org/

November 14 at 7:24am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Rodney Reed

https://www.facebook.com/texasinjustice

November 14 at 7:23am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Jay Biggs Innocent

http://jaybiggsinnocentmaninprison.yolasite.com/

November 14 at 7:23am · Like · Reply

Jay Biggs Innocent Thanks Kay, I have been so busy with school that I just seen this. I will be updating

Jay Biggs Innocent page this weekend with the latest court news, his case is now at the Ohio supreme

court.

November 14 at 10:47am · Like · 1

Wrongly Convicted Registry

Kay Lincoln Floyd Jump

https://www.facebook.com/justice.forjump/about

November 14 at 7:22am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Mike Deloe

http://www.justiceformike.net/

November 14 at 7:21am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Michael Amick

https://www.facebook.com/groups/293939880662257/?ref=br_tf

November 14 at 7:21am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Justice for Denny Petitt Committee

http://www.justicefordennypetitt.org/home.php

November 14 at 7:20am · Like · Reply
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Kay Lincoln Jeffrey Havard

http://www.freejeffreyhavard.org/

November 14 at 7:19am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Dylan Johnson

http://savedylanryanjohnson.webs.com/

November 14 at 7:18am · Like · Reply

Kay Lincoln Curtis Shuler

http://free-curtis-shuler.webs.com/

November 14 at 7:16am · Like · Reply

George Barwood Dimitri Rozenman

http://www.azcentral.com/video/2836859680001

online video - channel 12 news video - arizona republic video - phoenix video

www.azcentral.com

Looking for video from KPNX TV Channel 12 and The Arizona Republic? Watch it on azcentral.com.

November 14 at 6:19am · Like · Reply · Remove Preview

George Barwood Kirstin Blaise Lobato

https://www.facebook.com/kirstinlobato

Kirstin Blaise Lobato

To pursue justice for Kirstin Blaise Lobato

Cause: 382 like this

November 5 at 5:00pm · Unlike · 2 · Reply · Remove Preview

George Barwood Amanda Knox and Raffaele Sollecito 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Free-Amanda-Knox/191602715266

Free Amanda Knox

This is a page for all those who believe Amanda Knox is INNOCENT, and should hav...See More

Public Figure: 9,857 like this

November 5 at 4:58pm · Edited · Unlike · 2 · Reply · Remove Preview

George Barwood Nyki Kish https://www.facebook.com/FreeNyki

Free Nyki
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Nicole Kish or Nyki to those who know and adore her is a talented singer songwri...See More

Cause: 1,309 like this

November 5 at 4:55pm · Unlike · 2 · Reply · Remove Preview

George Barwood Brad Cooper https://www.facebook.com/.../Free-Brad.../112930538791917

Free Brad Cooper

To raise awareness of the unfair trial of Brad Cooper in May, 2011.

Community: 462 like this

November 5 at 4:38pm · Edited · Unlike · 2 · Reply · Remove Preview

George Barwood Diane Downs https://www.facebook.com/.../Diane-Downs.../529949057074396 ( just

launched today )

Diane Downs Support

Introduction - undisputed facts On May 19, 1983, Diane Downs (neé Frederickson) ...See More

Community: 18 like this

November 5 at 9:02pm · Edited · Unlike · 3 · Reply · Remove Preview

George Barwood James Stone https://www.facebook.com/JamesStoneSupport

James Stone Support Page

Around 5am on August 10, 1985, a young woman was stabbed twice 40 miles West of...See More

Community: 243 like this

November 5 at 1:30pm · Unlike · 3 · Reply · Remove Preview

George Barwood Jodi Arias

https://www.facebook.com/.../Jodi-Arias.../218082115004964

Jodi Arias Support Page

I created this page so Jodi Arias supporters can visit and share their thoughts....See More

Community: 3,306 like this

November 5 at 11:18am · Edited · Unlike · 2 · Reply · Remove Preview

Susan Chandler Gary Stanley Bennett

https://www.facebook.com/groups/157558014269113/

November 6 at 2:07am · Unlike · 1 · Reply

Susan Chandler William "Tommy" Zeigler
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http://freetommyz.com

November 6 at 2:06am · Edited · Unlike · 1 · Reply

George Barwood Liysa Northon https://www.facebook.com/LiysaNorthonSupport

Note: Liysa was released in 2012 and is now campaigning against domestic violence of which she was a

victim.

Liysa Northon Support

Ann Rule has still not admitted in public that Liysa was abused, when there is e...See More

Community: 142 like this

November 8 at 3:42am · Edited · Like · 1 · Reply · Remove Preview

Wrongly Convicted Registry Harry Scism

https://www.facebook.com/freeharryscism

FREE HARRY SCISM - AN INNOCENT MAN

Harry Scism was wrongfully convicted by a conviction at any cost prosecutor, Lis...See More

Community: 380 like this

4 minutes ago · Like · Reply · Remove Preview

Write a comment...

655 people saw this post
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Who lied, when

Some of the most tricky cases involve considering who is lying, and distinguishing lies from the truth.

Especially cases when a defendant lies ( from example gives a false confession, or lies in a police

interview ).

The important principle is to keep an open mind, and look for patterns of lying, and consistency.

Abusive men may be good liars. They often do not confess readily.
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Wrongful conviction signs

Table of Contents

Wrongful conviction signs

Investigation

 

Trial / Pre-Trial

Trial

Deliberation

Post-conviction

General

See also

Note: no single sign is conclusive, although insufficient motive does seem to be very powerful.

Ideally, statistical regression / diagnosis should be applied.

Investigation

Bad / poor handling of crime scene

Evidence lost

Evidence contaminated ( especially DNA evidence )

Evidence not tested

Crime scene not properly documented

Test results not checked against database, lack of follow through

Interrogations

Use of unrecorded confession

Use of confession from single officer

Use of unsigned confession

Interrogation without counsel
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Tunnel vision / rush to judgement

Arrests made before forensic results are available

Lack of investigation of alternatives

No or poor investigation of other suspects, exculpatory evidence / leads

Delay before arrest

Paradoxical - but there can be both a rush to judgement and a delay in arrest, due to insufficient

evidence

The delay may cause paranoia in the accused/suspect, even an attempt to flee justice ( Scott

Peterson could be example )

Adverse press coverage in period before arrest can be very damaging ( especially in self-defense

case )

 

Trial / Pre-Trial

Distortions / lies from the PIO/PAO (press information/liaison) office.

Distorting or misrepresenting evidence / witness statements

Creative use of language, using ambiguity ("stab wound")

Changing prosecution theory - examples

Changing time of death ( Amanda Knox, David Camm... )

Change in order of events ( She shot him first... She shot him last )

Change in list of defendants ( Amanda Knox, David Camm .. )

Multiple theories of crime ( She brought the gun. If she didn't bring the gun.. ; She stabbed him. If

she didn't stab him she brought the knife.. ).

Mountain of suspicion

Large amounts of evidence presented only very marginally connected to crime

Many discredited witnesses / alleged evidence

Untruthful prosecution witnesses

Use of snitches

Character assassination
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Using legal sexual conduct of defendant

Alleging child abuse

Unlikely conspiracy

Amanda Knox , David Camm.2, Debra Milke

Insufficient motive - examples

Freedom from parental responsibility ( Debra Milke, Scott Peterson, Diane Downs .. )

Insurance policy ( David Camm.3 , Debra Milke, Scott Peterson )

No motive, incomprehensible / changing motive ( Lindy Chamberlain , Amanda Knox ... )

Sudden fit of jealousy ( as opposed to insanity built over a long period, passionate feelings of

betrayal )

No "leakage" ( Heinous crime is almost always preceded by increasing pattern of violence, or

some traumatic event in the past )

Use of "trial by media" to sway public opinion, intimidate/turn witnesses ( newspapers, television ) using

evidence not shown to jury

interviews with witnesses hostile to defendant.

selective editing of interviews

interrupting / cutting off / jeering at any persons sympathetic to defendant

use of authoritative figures ( example - state governor states opinion of guilt )

Manipulation of evidence

Search for new prosecution evidence a long time after initial investigation

Not disclosing evidence to defendant in a timely way

Making false statements about evidence not disclosed

Exclusion of relevant exculpatory evidence

Intimidation tactics ( witnesses etc )

threatening defense witnesses with perjury if they testify

turning witnesses using telephone conversations, by attacking reputation of defense counsel (

example: calling defense counsel a "snake" )

disclosing defense witnesses to own witnesses

using internet to rapidly attack/intimidate defense witnesses
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Trial

Use of unsequestered jury

Failure to monitor activity of unsequestered jury

Failure to instruct jury of allowed use of electronic devices ( e.g. use of twitter in jury room )

Circus atmosphere

Attorney's giving inappropriate interviews ( Fan club ), especially if in sight of jury members

outside court

Failure to control court room ( e.g. Mobile phones going off during closing arguments )

Overuse of live coverage : while public access is a good principle, live tweeting from inside

courtroom is not appropriate

Over-sensationalised reporting

Inaccurate reporting

Selective reporting

Bogus psychology in media, see for example Bogus articles 

Trial intimidation

accusing expert witnesses of being "in love" / "having romantic feelings" for defendant ( with no

foundation )

shouting at witnesses, approaching witnesses

repeatedly interrupting testimony, use of objections to disrupt attention of jury

generally attacking expert witnesses character, picking on insignificant errors

Use of unqualified or under-qualified witnesses

Witness who was not there at the relevant time or time periods ( especially when witness who was

present is available )

Expert witnesses with no degree level scientific education

Expert witnesses with no record of scientific publication

Child witnesses without proper procedures

Making scientifically invalid claims with no foundation

Example : claiming that a well defined blood pool could have resulted from random flooding (

against physics entropy laws )

Example : claiming that a shelf would tip or break, with no foundation
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Weirdness

Accusations that accused did elaborate staging or cleaning of the crime scene

Accusations of elaborate and extensive inventive lying and then stupid blunders at other times

Evidence or statements not taken at face value, but said to planted or invented

Deliberation

Jury takes a long time to convict, signs of disagreement

Juror war ( change of foreman, jurors dismissed during deliberations, jury asked to try again after

saying unable to reach verdict, etc )

Post-conviction

Cognitive dissonance signs

Jury returns guilty verdict even though evidence of witnesses is refuted.

"We'll never understand why he/she did it."

Books / films about the case ( indicates lack of understanding, sensationalised coverage )

"Flip-flop" behaviour : prosecution keeps flipping from one theory to another then back again.

Juror comments

Show poor understanding of case

Self-contradictory / impossible / inconsistent verdicts

Inconsistency with related cases

e.g. Conspiracy excluded in David Camm's case, but Charles Boney found guilty of conspiring

with David Camm

e.g. Amanda Knox / Rudy Guede

Support

Family willing to spend money to overturn verdict

Independent support

General
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Rule changes - official attempts to change rules

Either relating to timing ( e.g. increased time to file charges, ask for death penalty )

Or to keep things secret ( requests to seal documents that are meant to be public )

Changes in time between parole hearings.

Complex/unusual defense case ( e.g. acute stress amnesia, defendant who lied... )

Attempts to prevent / sabotage all communication with imprisoned people

Appeal courts not sticking to their remit ( e.g. Italian Supreme Court apparently trying to fact find

)..

Generally attempts to brush embarrassing things under the carpet.

Press conference where unfriendly journalists are excluded ( e.g. Debra Milke )

Journalist present at start of case who believes in innocence

People independent from close family who believe in innocence

Unusually large number of people convinced of guilt, hostile/defensive books, opposition to

discussing case at all ( e.g. Diane Downs, Jodi Arias )

See also

Cognitive dissonance 101

http://observer.american.edu/spa/djls/prevent/upload/Predicting-Erroneous-Convictions.pdf 

Predicting Erroneous Convictions: A Social Science Approach to Miscarriages of Justice ( 433

pages )

Powered by TCPDF (www.tcpdf.org)
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